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It is  clear that 
our abllity to 

imagine archi- 
tecture far 

outstrips our 
ablllty to bulld, 

so far (Marcos 
Novak) 

If anything is 
possible, then 

nothing is 
interesting 

(H.G. Welts) 

This project proposes that it i s  possible for visionary architects to  establish 

a viable professional practice through the means of digital architecture. 

Architects have an understanding of placemaking and the phenomenological 

experience of  dwelling, two aptitudes that are critical i n  a cultural context 

where reality and simulation are heading for supercollision. This under- 

standing goes beyond what merely can be bui l t  i n  the physical world. A 

visionary architectural practice can hence be understood as it reconfigures 

our current notions of practice i n  the face of an existing industry and market 

economy. Such an examination w i l l  guide not only the process of project 

development but also what begins to  constitute an appropriate architecture 

for this new spatial medium. The project culminates i n  the design of a 

memory palace, representing one example of the kinds of architectures that 

are manifest i n  these investigations. Such architectures wi l l  in  turn serve t o  

re-contextualize the world from which they have emerged, reclaiming the 

significance of the architectural profession. 
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MANIFEsTo t h e  v i  s ionary  EVISCERATED 

a r c h i t e c t  i n 
p r a c t i  ce 

The Development of Representation 
For centuries following our first forays out of found inhabitations such as I 

A~hftecture caves and into free-standing structures the architect and the builder were 

~ Q C O ~ Q S  the the same person. The process of architectural thinking took place through 
sepumtion of the direct experience of making, and incorporated the knowledge of trial and 

dmwlngfrom error, By the gothic era the knowledge of the builder came to be imbued 
building. 

with spiritual significance, as though this person had a direct access to the 
abstract world of the gods and the cognitive spaces in which this world was 
made manifest, This abstract wortd came to be the site condition of the 
architect, who was no longer the builder, but one who employed techniques 
of symbolic communication to empower others with the knowledge of what 

was intended to be built, a kind of construction in  and of itself in  the this 
world. The most significant enabling advance for this new definition of the 

profession was the development of the architectural drawing. The intention I 
of building as conceived i n  the abstract and communicated through repre- 
sentation has come to be known as design. It is thought that this repre- 

sents the "work of the mind,..divorced from the labor of the hand" 

(Nordhaus, 256). 
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MANIFESTO 

Many architects have recognized this potential i n  the relationship of archi- 
tecture to  human limitation and i n  doing so have produced works of archi- 
tecture which could not be built i n  the physical world or i f  physically pos- 
sible were willed to  remain unbuilt. These individuals i n  traditional archi- 

tectural discourse have been regarded and referred to  as "visionary archi- 
tects" or "paper architects" i n  an effort to categorize the creators of unbuilt, 

theoretical works. I n  spite of this differentiation the intentions of visionary 

architects were such that the effectual qualities of their works were to  be 

judged on a similar instrumental level t o  built architecture and that their 
meanings are felt i n  relation to a point of departure: 

Just as poet differs from p m r  i n  i ts controlled intoxlcatlon with 
meanings to 1 e found beyond the limits of ordinary bngua t, vision- 
ary architecture e~ceeds ordinary archttecture i n  i ts starch ! or the 
conceivable. Visionary architecture, like poetry, seeks an ednmt, as 
i n  ewtrcme: beauty, awe, structure, or lack of structure, enormous 
weight, Mghtness, espense, economy, detail, comple*ity, universality, 
uniqueness, In this search for that which is beyond the immediate, 
proposes rmbodimmts of ideas that are both powerful md concise. 
More often than not these proposals are weM beyond what a n  be 
built. This is not a weakness: i n  this precisely is to be found the 
poignancy of vision (Novak, 1991, 244). 

While the works themselves were consistently to be seen as means to more 
closely represent an ideal architecture, the nature of this ideal has histori- 
cally found itself serving different ends. Many visionary architects practic- 

ing a t  the end of the lgth century attempted to  elevate existing building 
typologies t o  a level which evoked a sublime or transcendent notion of 

formal potential to  reinforce programmatic function, as exemplified by 
BouUe's attempt at the hyper-funerary: 
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BoullPe, In these terms, might well have invented, i f  not the first 
architectural fituration of death, certainly the first self-consdaus 
architecture of the uncanny, a prescient ert eriment in the projection 
of "dark space." For by flittentng his sha 8 ow, so to speak, on the 
surface of a building that was itself nothing but (negative) sutface, 
BoullCe had created an image of an architecture not only without n a l  
depth, but one that deMbcntel played on the ambiguities between 
absolute flatness and infinite tr cpth, between his own shadow and the 
void. The bulldlng, as the double of the death of the subject, trans- 

, * & .  , ".' - :'.' 1 .  

t , I ' * ' 1  . , *Mf@:g f= LVL \+ 
h t td  this disappearance Into expedenced and spatial uncevtainty 

> c 3 :;:-* 
+ 1 F  . z- ;.:yLei (Vidlet, 17 1). 

These forms of potentials could only be realized through a medium which 

allowed for the manipulation of physical laws, for only on paper could 

shadows be rendered "blacker than black" (Rosenau, 14). This form of 
programmatically sublime architecture has gone on to become the vehicle 
for other, revolutionary political ideas such as those of the Italian Futurists. 
They emphasized an ideal future based on the development of enabling 

industrial technologies with the capacity to transform their architectural 

visions into reality, conjuring images of "factories hung from the clouds by 
the twisted threads of their smoke ..."( Marinetti in Frampton, 85). 

Other visionary architects have abandoned the idea of functional require- 

, ~ A A  ment altogether in  the creation of spaces 

they are a h  studies for an absolute i r ~ h ~ t e c t u k  in the same msi 
that we speak of abrolute music, architecture for the sake of architec- 
ture (Movak, 1991, 245). 

I n  a space of this type, the absence of a function leads one to question 
whether it can be thought of as architecture at all. It is only redeemed by 
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the absence of function becoming a function i n  and of itself, whereby our 

own meanings are infused in  the space. That said, the idea of such an 

absolute space i s  important to consider, as the relationship between the 
architecture and what it transcends i n  i t s  absoluteness i s  i n  danger of 

breaking down in  the absence of some consequence to be felt in  terms of i t s  

structural and programmatic potentials. 

Perhaps most interesting are the visionary representations of spaces which 

are not only exclusive to  cognitive space i n  their construction but also in  
their very programmatic function, forging new typologies of visionary build- 
ings. The most vivid examples of such spaces are seen i n  Piranesi's Carcen' 

etchings. The etchings depict the architectural spaces inhabited by a 

prisoner of the mind, "ample enough to contain what can be conceived" 
(Novak, 1991, 245). The viewer i s  caught within a web of vanishing points 
which acknowledge the rules of perspectival space, yet go on to break those 

rules such that our perceptive apparatus i s  racked by a hyper-realism that i s  

only possible i n  conceptual space. The etchings could only unti l recently be 
apprehended for the purposes of dwelling through the medium of two dimen- 

sional representation. 
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In  a l l  of the above incarnations be they humble or heroic, visionary architec- 

ture represents the human attempt to reach the vanishing point, to place it 

inside of a structure of such immensity that it seemed never to end, or 
perhaps with an endwall placed just behind the vanishing point. These 

visionary works achieved their significance and are regarded as ideal by the 

very nature of their being unbuilt, or unbuildable. It is the nature of this 

ideal, however, that one must place into question. We have thus far been 

able to give the creators of visionary architecture the benefit of the doubt, 
as the ideal i s  by i t s  very nature an unreachable place, meaning most of us 

(in western, cartesian societies) have yet to get there. I f  the ideal always 

happens to be where we ate not, and if it is tied to various religious, philo- 
sophical and architectural perspectives, one might suggest that a singular 

ideal does not actually exist yet this does not stop us from trying to reach 

it. Therefore an ideal becomes less like an end and more like a means to 

express ideas about where we are now, and where we could be. The works of 
visionary architects as made manifest i n  renderings are not ideal i n  and of 

themselves, but instead express ideas which by challenging or affirming our 

current situation reach toward an ideal, a sum of parts greater than i t s  

whole, 

Each of the above is also an example of expression as developed within the 

confines of various representational media, which were in  themselves t o  

allow greater degrees of enpression than could be achieved by built form. 

These works were literally an architecture of representation, as they could 

only exist on paper and on a direct sensory level play only to the eye. They 

often featured impeccable renderings of light and shadow, working within 
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the limitations of the medium, yet allowing the viewer t o  more fully under- 

stand the potentials inherent i n  the forms. These potentials appealed to a 

perceptive dimension, the appearances that are associated with al l  of the 

senses. But these forms would never move beyond two dimensions. Vision- 

ary works have been understood more readily as artistic rather than architec- 
tural forms. The techniques employed are the same as those of the land- 
scape artist or the cubist painter, and the product of these techniques is 

also the same. To the architect this product is seen as secondary, as having 

some artistic merit, yet only i n  the service of a built construction which it 
wi l l  never rise above. For the artist, a representation serves as a construc- 

t ion i n  and of itself. A normative understanding would assume that one 

dwells i n  architecture, where one dwells on a work of art. 

Many visionary works might have been relegated t o  the role of artworks, if 
not for the fact that many of the individuals who have created visionary 

architecture have also conceived of projects which were realized i n  the 
physical world. The lineage of these individuals as architects has allowed 
visionary projects t o  be conceived of not only as art, but also as paper 

architecture. While seen as secondary, the role of paper architecture is 

recognized as important as it was an exercise for theoretical positions which 

would go on to  influence built form. I n  much the same way that Jules Verne 
pre-empted our tr ip t o  the moon i n  his literature, theoretical architecture 
has foreshadowed a structure large enough to assemble the Saturn V rocket. 
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limitations and make contact with our gods, our vanishing points, the 

limitations of our understanding. I n  such a space, a r t  i s  fused with archi- 
tecture for a singular perceptual experience, using technology to  create an 

image of space, material and light when real materials could not be used. 

Therefore it can be suggested that it i s  possible for a physical structure to 
contain within it visionary elements, which are themselves more suggestive 

and evocative when framed by a building typology which i s  itself dedicated 

to conjuring and housing the spaces of cognition, such as combinations of 

abstract thought, ontological otherness, and poetic imagery. 

An Architecture of Ones and Zeros 
The development of computer technologies has enabled all representation, 

rhe digital architectural or otherwise to be reduced to i t s  most essential abstract onto- 

dia'ffticm logical elements of presence or absence. Based on the binary number sys- 

tem, it would seem that any phenomena can be considered as a combination 

of ones and zeros, creating a dialectic relationship of being and nothing- 

ness. A number as it is expressed symbolically i s  seemingly arbitrary given 
the multiplicity of spoken and written communication systems, however the 

meanings inherent i n  ones and zeros remain. An architecture represented by 

mathematics would appear to be the only transparent medium, as the mate- 

riality of marks on paper that constitute drawing are themselves loaded with 

their own meanings. Ones and zeros simply replicate the concept i n  as fine 

a detail as possible, only limited by the smallest divisible interval from 

which to sample a source or subdivide a line. I n  spite of the fact that 

computers cannot divide by zero the process of digitization i s  thought to be 
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more accurate or pure than any of our current representational methods. 
This purity however, also leaves the digital medium i n  a higher state of 
liquidity, prone to  new mutations and distortions unknown i n  an original 
drawn image. The issue of digital space then turns from one of presence and 

absence to one of pattern and randomness (Hayles, 86). 

The development of digital representation has been taken advantage of by 

the architectural profession, however it would seem i ts implications are not 

fully understood. While the essence of ones and zeros would seem to  be 

composed of some transcendent purity this information sti l l  must arrive 
CAD through a filter of computer hardwar; and software, which i s  not a value- 

Pencil, 
free medium i n  and of itself. CAD as a medium has differential effects on 

the final design product as compared with manual processes. The medium 

represents a different way of thinking about architecture, yet architects have 

been largely unreflective about the nature of CAD. They have used it prima- 
rily as an electronic extension of the pencil, taking advantage of the ability 
t o  make rapid modifications to drawings as well as to efficiently store and 
transmit files t o  sub-consultants and the various trades, These factors 

impose greater degrees of order and control over a design, yet a t  the same 
time make them inherently unstable given the ease with which alternatives 
can be generated. The knowledge that a draftsperson could change a draw- 

ing a t  any moment and with minimal effort tends t o  ephemeralize the deci- 

sions associated with the design process. 
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As CAD packages have developed, so too have architects capitalized further 

From CAD to 3d on the fluidity of digital information, including functions which allow for 

~ ~ d ~ l j ~ ~ ,  the extrusion of two dimensional drawings into a cartesian conception of 
space. Thus the digital representation becomes less like a drawing and more 
like a model. From this model both orthographic and perspective viewpoints 
can be generated. The computer screen acts as a window into three-dimen- 

sional space, unt i l  such time as the viewpoints are flattened into two dimen- 

sions when plotted for the purposes of presentation or construction. Mul- 
tiple first person viewpoints can be tendered and the frames placed together 
to animate the view as one moves through the spaces which are to be built. 

This ability allows the designer to  more fully visualize not just from the 

perspective of static forms but how the architecture relates to  an experien- 
t ial  narrative. 

The role of computing technology i n  architectural practice has developed 

The Emetgence of almost in parallel with a broader cultural conceptualization of digital space 

~jgjtol Culture, that goes far beyond simply using CAD as a tool i n  architectural practice. 
Since the beginning of the personal computing revolution, the technologfes 
associated with it have been spoken of i n  architectural metaphors (Icono- 

clast, 29). For example, someone who is primarily concerned with the 

structure of computer hardware is said to  be interested i n  the architecture of 
the computer. The development of the networked computer has led t o  the 
creation of spaces in-between computers which have been injected with 

spatial metaphor and put to a variety of uses. Issues of territoriality and 

privacy have led to  data structures that act as containers and data spaces 

which act as partitions between those spaces. The abstract world of imagi- 
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nation i n  which architects have designed structures has become an abstract 
world of inhabitation for the general populace. This simultaneously con- 

tained and infinite space "blurs the borderlines among communication, 

entertainment, work, and artistic production" (Thornsen, 170). Yet architec- 

ture, as the business of designing buildings, has used computers i n  the same 
way as any other business, to create, store, and communicate data with 
other users, unaware of their innate connection to the spatio-cultural poten- 

t ial  of the medium and i t s  ability t o  shape and transform the medium. 

Architectural practice must not only consider how it is affected by digital 

tools, but also how it is affected by a digital culture. 

When science fiction author William Gibson coined the term Cyberspace and 

constructed this "consensual hallucination" (1984) through the medium of 
Cyberspuce as 
Cognitive Con- words one wonders whether he could have predicted how broadly accepted 

- 
struct. his concept would become when referring to  the spatial nature of networked 

computers. largely ignorant of the work of scientists and their research i n  

the field, the public only became aware once the idea was placed in a 
medium upon which it could impact popular culture. Cyberspace has been a 
part of North American vernacular vocabulary ever since. It has by exten- 

sion become not only a fictional idea but a cultural construction, as we have 

continued to  apply the metaphor to  whatever our current level of enabling 
technology happens t o  be at the time, yet all the while bringing us closer 
to Gibson's vision: 
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MANIFESTO 

switch from practice in  the lq th  and earlier decades of the 20th century" 

(Gutman, 17). The practice of visionary architecture provides a snapshot of 

the discipline as it moves into the 2lSt. 

I n  order to contextualire the visionary architect i n  practice it i s  useful 

therefore to not only consider developments which have enabled the archi- 

An AKhitKtun tecture of digital space, but also to examine challenges to normative archi- of Astiamatism. 
I - - - -  - -  

tectural practice which precipitate entry into the digital landscape. Rather 
than see visionary architecture as fleeing from the constraints of the physi- 

cal world as well as the realities of practice and commerce, the visionary 

architect in practice should be understood as an effort to extend and reclaim 

the significance of the profession. 

Borys and Friedman, as practicing architects and critics of the discipline, 

have identified the main issues facing normative practice. They note that 

the traditional role of the architect has come into question not only by the 

profession itself but by the public which it serves: 

The market treats ~lchitecture like a commodity; business prlndples 
shape professional slervlccs; profit dominates offlce culture; liability 
law compels the arcMttct to ive up respondblllty to specialists; 
program management and bu 1 gets dictate nctice; resulting in the 
proliferation of tdvial buildings; triv)rl bu I' ldings weaken the cultural 
credibility and self-tqteem of the profession; professional esteem 
collapses under the might of a contemptuous public (Borys 81 
Friedman, 30). 

The above represents a loss of control by architects over a built product. 

The response to this condition i s  for architects to consider their work as a 
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significance of the architect is felt as a maker of spaces, regardless of the 

"s tu f f  which is used to  give form to their content. The experience of  a 

space as it is apprehended by each individual transcends the considerations 

inherent i n  i t s  production, i f  not totally independent of i t s  medium of 

delivery and/or the window through which it is viewed. The opportunity for 

an architectural solution closer to  the ideal, and in service of ideas not 

possible through physical means is presented t o  the visionary architect. 

Such architecture, while having the potential t o  meet the needs of a client, 
surpasses our everyday limitations to  become available as a space inhabited 
by the end user. 

As well, the market pressures which force normative architecture t o  be 
ubiquitous have the potential to  force digital architecture to  i ts  opposite 
extreme. To maximize cost effectiveness and hence maximize profit a real 

estate developer wi l l  place arbitrary limits on the extent t o  which a project 

has been invested with design thought. Architectural design in this sense is  
linked only t o  i t s  corporate image. On the other hand, digital spaces have 

the opportunity t o  flourish based on how far they are able t o  be developed. 

The more unique, the mote sublime a space i s  t o  the imagination, has the 

potential to  influerice i t s  tikelihood of being purchased. Visionary architec- 

ture as pure image becomes not only a means to  itself but  a means t o  an 

end. Entertainment, escapism, and/or greater productivity, the reasons 

many of these products are purchased in the first place, are merely stops 

along the way. 

With this i n  mind, however, one must be careful when participating within 
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we were, as 

... the world is not some reallty outside ourselves, but is the result of 
an interior process that makes and sustains our body image and its 
relationship to a world, and that the investigation of virtual reaMty 
and i ts  accompanyfng soda1 space i s  an exploration of the construc- 
tion of consdousnes~ (Woodrow 8 Dunning, 47). 

Virtual reality is both a reaction to the post-modern condition and a force 

which precipitates i ts advancement. Right or wrong or neither, it i s  an 
Reality as Cul- appropriate response to a world which is becoming increasingly more ab- 

stract i n  nature. I n  response to this, it has been thought that "Artificial 

Reality is the authentic postmodern condition, and virtual reality i ts defini- 

tive technological expression" (Wooley, i n  Anders, 1993, 23). It gains i ts 
authenticity in that it exposes "non-artificial" reality as a construction of 

society, and makes lucid the only bastion left t o  the experience of being, the 

perceptual processes of the individual which make us unique beings i n  the 
world, as 

through its deficient nndedng of the world virtual naMty allows us 
to perceive our perceptual apparatus and npresenktlons that con- 
struct the world. It rug ests that the world is a virtual construction; 
that the development o / consdousners, selfhood, Is a fundon of Its 
capacity to represent the world's contents symbolically In the face of 
a constantly shifting and exponentially multiplying matedrl world. 
The natural, the notmal are cultural constructs (Woodrow & Dunnlng, 
47). 

Hence the cultural will to make cyberspace a household word is atso that 

which places virtual reality on an equal footing with physical reality. All are 

equal i n  a world of perceived images, where one does not know what to 
believe i n  e~cept  the capacity for belief: "Cyberspace, as a world of our 
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creation, makes us contemplate the possibility that the reality we exist i n  is 
already a sort of "cyberspace," and the difficulties we would have i n  under- 
standing what is real i f  such were the case" (Novak, 1991, 243). The images 

of cyberspace are not merely an extension of the physical world. On a 
perceptual level they are the physical world, as within the altered relation of 

signified to  signifier all that remains is perception and the unwavering 

nature of the perceiver, the reader of signs. 

A globalized conception of ourselves would seem, i f  no longer contingent 

upon the views put forth by science and religion, to be one that is mediated 
Reality as con- 
struct of con- by mass media itself, and the messages contained within which have the 

surner cultun. strongest presence. I n  western culture these are primarily advertising 
messages, as the main generator of revenues and hence guardians of the 

continued survival of the transmission. These advertising messages are 

driven companies who sell any product or service for which a market can be 

created, such as those which contain works of digital architecture. The 

continued survival of these messages require that the audience adopt these 
ideas of what i s  considered natural and normal. The assumptions that create 
the notions of the natural and the normal are stable only to the extent that 

they are dependent on constant change to  drive greater and greater levels of 
consumption. For western society the existential experiences of being i n  the 

world have come to be undergirded by consumptive terminology, with most 

of the rest of the world either using us as a benchmark or not far behind. 

We consume objects, experiences, memories. Monetary purchase is analo- 

gous to definitive possession, to have, possess, take ownership, remember 
forever. Before one i s  allowed to take stock of these possessions, the no- 
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tions of normal and natural change such that it is now something we no 
longer have, and forever ceases to be such a long time. In order t o  be 

natural and normal, an individual needs to obtain these products and ser- 

vices before the next major shift occurs. I n  order to provoke a reaction to  

our changing selves the solution seems to be to  provide more of what we 

want i n  something we don't currently have. More shocking, more violent, 

more bizarre, more grotesque, more beautiful, faster and slower, bigger and 

thinner. The promise of something new and entertaining and beautiful i s  

created to replace the age, boredom, and ugliness of what we have. Con- 

sumer culture creates its own world of forms against which we wi l l  always be 
imperfect in our perceptions of self. Our ideals of happiness or self-actual- 

ization must appear t o  be within our grasp but never ultimately attainable. 

These extremes are unlike visionary architecture, as they do not reinforce 

who we are i n  relationship to  our limitation, but simply who we are not i f  
we are without them. Knowing what we are not i n  this case undermines the 
concept of an identity. I n  i t s  relationship t o  product the body itself be- 

comes constituted as a form of information, therefore "when bodies are 

constituted as information, they can not only be sold but fundamentally 

reconstituted i n  response to  market pressures (Hayles, 86). 

Cyberspace is the highest expression of a reality as constructed through 

consumer culture, where "simulation is no longer that of a territory, a refer- 

ential being or a substance. It is the generation by models of a real without 

origin or reality: a hyperreality" (Wooley quotes Baudrillard in Anders, 1993, 

23). It is the place where our ideals are made manifest but unreachable. A 
simultaneous generation and dissipation of longing which everyone can 



consume, as in  age of electronic reproduction these hyperreal models do not 
suffer the traditional challenges to the authenticity of the object. Infinitely 
saleable, software reads itself so perfectly from a foundation of ones and 
zeros that each new imprint of itself on a medium is not merely a copy, 

rather it represents the expansion of a singular sphere of influence upon the 

marketplace, running the simultaneous risks of ultimate stardom and ulti- 
mate ubiquity. 

Paul Virilio goes even further i n  his analysis, stating that Virtual reality i s  

not only an extension or simulation of our reality, but rather a complete 

substitution for the physical world: 

I disagree with my Mend Baudrillad on the subject of slmulatton. To 
the word simubtion, I prefer the one substitution, When I hold a 
virtual glass wlth a data glove, this k no simulation, but substltution. 
Here lies the bi difference between kudrillard and myself: I don't 
betieve In simu k tionism, I believe that the word I s  already old- 
fashioned. As I see it, new technologies a n  substituting a virtual 
reality for actual reality. And this is more than a phase, it's a definite 
change, We an  entering a world where then won t be one but two 
realities, just like we have two yes or hear bass and treble tones, 
just like we now hav~ stereoscopy and stereophony: then will be two 
realities: the actual, and the virtual. Thus far there is no simulation, 
but substltution. Rerltty has become symmetrical, The splitting of 
reality In two parts ir a considerable went which goes far beyond 
sfmuhtlon (43). 

As the sector of North American society which promises to  cash i n  on our 

post modern developments, the independent forces which constitute a wave 

of consumer culture generate their own momentum by finding these sym- 

metrical universes i n  which they seek to replace the physical world. Con- 
sumer culture, i n  constantly creating the ideal image for its individuals to 
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architecture have been designed for an experiential nature of dwelling only 
i n  so far as it existed i n  the face of physical manifestations of a cultural 
ideal. Architecture based i n  cosmological models of space and time such as 
number theory already depict architecture as an abstraction i n  and of itself 

(Betsky, 17). Much of the modernist movement architecture was not based 
on spatial characteristics but rather the societal image of a machinistic, 
rational, behaviorist, and predictable lifestyle. Contemporary architects 

build the corporate skyscraper which is less like a building and more like "a 
"giant architectural logo," making the company conspicuous i n  the urban 
landscape" (Gutman, 18). Put another way, form and function are no longer 
seamlessly integrated i n  a practice which has come to be known as 
"facadomy" (Annett, 1998). The permanence of architecture which ignores 
the phenomenological experience of dwelling is  merely tied to a consump- 

tive cultural context, which has made i ts  abstractions manifest and through 
individual perceptions projected various meanings upon it. 

I n  so far as architecture expresses i t s  image by violating the tectonic rela- 
tionships of materials i n  the real world it also inadvertently places into 

question the nature of the perceiver. I n  appearing t o  defy physical laws it 
also violates principles of potential, and thus the individual who attempts to  
understand them. Attempting to substitute one material for another brings 

such architecture in spite of i t s  built form to  a state which is already more 
"virtual," and hence just as ephemeral as cyberspaces which do not neces- 

sarily correspond to  physical laws. This is indicative of a general level of 
development whereby the constituents of representation i n  architecture and 
that which constitutes an architecture of representation are themselves 
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Theoreticians expound on a digital world where anything i s  possible, the 

only limits being those of our imagination which may never be reached, as 

virtual realities may expand our possibilities as humans and not be defined 

by them. Technicians work hard to enable such an expansion. They make 

sure that devices which connect themselves directly to the body's sensory 

apparatus will work properly and that the computer renders virtual events 

fast enough to be apprehended by the senses at the same rate as sensory 

information associated with physical events. This eventuality begins to 
resemble the predication by Peter Cook whereby technology and the body 

which apprehends this technology not only contextualire each other but 

have merged into a unified presence: 

A t  this point one can look again at the tnttrface between man and 
machine and the o~fbi l i ty that the responsive environment may not 
stop outside the P ody. I f  we m able to predict a pill or a piece of 
furniture which so closely nqonds to our prycholagical demands that 
i t  Is affected by the newt system itself, then m a n  also predict a 
true symbiods of the person and the artifact (Cook, 136). 

This symbiosis of the body with the power of technology would imply that 
we can harness the ability of the computer to make anything possible. 

This places us i n  a difficult situation. We know from the words of H.G. Wells 

that "if anything i s  possible, then nothing i s  interesting." We also under- 

stand that architecture attains its meaning i n  relationship to the experience 
of human timitation. I f  there are no limitations to what can be done then 

one would assume that such activities have no significance. As virtual 

reality has no limitations it also has no consequences. I f  it has no conse- 

quences then it actually has no potentials. Without potential there i s  no 
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relationship to the body. Without a relationship to the body there i s  no 

architecture. Without architecture to define it there i s  no body and no 

capacity for imagination. Without a capacity for imagination there i s  noth- 
ing beyond the vanishing point, simply ones and zeros. 

I n  order to appreciate a world which allows us to surpass our limitations 

those limitations must then be present i n  some form. Michael Benedikt puts 
forth some principles which should guide our development of cyberspace. 

For instance, if cyberspace i s  to have any significance he suggests that we 

must conserve certain ideas about movement, such that the cyberspace 

dweller cannot instantaneously transfer from one point to another but there 
must be some apparatus which represents or encapsulates the movement of 
the user: 

If instant access to people and Inforunation were to become endemk 
to cyberspace, gone would be the process of rogrcsdve revelation 
inherent in closing the distance between sel I' and object, and one 
would be a major armature in the structuring of human narn t! ves: 
the nawatlve of travel. Destinations would aM be certain, Hke conclu- 
sions foregone. Time and history, nawativity and memonblity, the 
unfolding of situations, the distance between objects of desire and 
ourselves - the distance, Indeed, that creates desire and the whole 
ontology of crotidsm - would be collapsed, thrown back, to existing 
in  this physlnl world only, and only as lame, metaphorical constcue- 
tions, hen and them, !n that one (bmedikt, 1991,170). 

In  the physical world these narratives are formed and contextualired by a 

relationship to architectural events one moves through and past and in so 
doing define human experiences by virtue of their settings. I n  order to be 

apprehended as architectural events one must also consider a necessary 

conservation of the concept of scale (Benedikt, 1991, 162). It i s  the role of 
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potentials, the same potentials understood in  the first person representa- 
tions such as the Carcen'. From this baseline the dweller i s  given a position 
from which he or she can suspend disbelief and therefore be more able to 

accept the nature of the space on a higher cognitive level. Even though the 
dweller is aware that a space i s  not physical and there are no consequences 
to structural events, an architecture composed of a tectonic which plays to 
our understanding of potentials as felt through the body will have the 
potential for greater significance. From this baseline the digital architect 

can bend or break the rules of tectonics to create an expression that i s  
visionary, in  that it preserves a relationship to that which it transcends. 

Having established a consequence as related to structure this will facilitate 

a programmatic usage of the architecture which also gains significance 
because of i t s  relationship to the scale of the body. Let us consider the 
unbuilt spaces of first-person video games. While largely unexamined by the 
architectural profession, the players of such games assume a human form in  

spaces, which while unbuildable reflect human scale, and are therefore 

perhaps more apt to feet the consequences of the game with respect to 
winning or losing. As an example one may sense the vulnerability of being 
alone i n  a large space when other players are i n  sniper positions, and the 

potential consequences of being shot, beyond the mere ending of the game. 

A player may also feel the experience of being stalked down a narrow corri- 
dor, lending itself to the possibility of an ambush. The user i s  able to 
suspend his or her disbelief about the virtual nature of a space because of 
how the outcome of game i s  dependent on i t s  characteristics. Beyond the 

apparant triviality of games are examples which have the potential to under- 
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score the apparant seriousness of the human endeavor, such as the way in  
which an inhabitant of a visual database might feel the consequences of 

fluctuating financial data. These consequences of usage may reinforce the 

consequences of structure i n  a dynamic manner, as i f  the walls of a virtual 

stock exchange come crumbling down i n  the event of a market crash. There- 
fore as a setting for events digital architecture which is significant estab- 

lishes itself i n  relationship to the existential nature of what it means to 
participate in  these events. Although the product is purchased by an indi- 

vidual for the purposes of utility, escape, distraction, or fashion, it presents 
an opportunity for the digital architect to reconnect the user with the 

experience of being human, whatever that happens to be. Through the 

paradigm of consumer product the visionary architect creates a poetic, which 

by its very nature is cultivated by the phenomenological perception of each 

individual consumer, and therefore cannot be commodified. As authentic 

space it serves to reaffirm the nature of the perceiver, rather than strip it 

away. I n  this way does it come closest to reaching some sense of the ideal, 

an ideal that is unique and intersubjective to each one of us. 

Digital Tectonics 
I n  the attempt to attain this goal one must now examine how these ideas 

are expressed through the nature of the stuff that i s  the building material of 

cyberspace. This examination serves to highlight the issues surrounding a 
tectonic which uses these materials i n  a manner deemed appropriate and 

authentic for the purposes of the medium, 



As we have seen, new materials always tend to push architecture forward i n  

directions which may or may not be appropriate. Some violate existing 
sp irit/uccep- 
tunce of new tectonic ideas, while others contribute t o  the formation of  new ones, Cer- 

materials. tain constructions are subsumed by the novelty of  their material, while 

others in their passing fancy somehow manage t o  transform our ideas about 

architecture, and are incorporated in to  forms which are seen as more endur- 
ing. The architecture of cyberspace as defined by 30 modeling software is  in 
a lineage of  works enabled by new materials. As Peter Cook notes 

the gbss house and the dome house are abo one-ttchnlque inqira- 
tions. The first goes bark to the 1920s when glass was seen as the 
gnat gestural material, To be able to see through substance became 
more and more magfc as technfques of production wen able to give 
htger and larger unlntemrpttd spms. The glass house i s  no longer 
such a dramatic object and as such has anyhow been overtaken by the 
pneumatit structure. But then i s  stIU something to work out about 
transparency: the idea that I s  there and then not there is rtlll a wish- 
dream of designers, and once agatn we cannot diusrodate wish- 
dreams as gestures and ultimates from mote methodical approaches 
(Cook, 63). 

Materials are merely means t o  spatial and experiential ends. Certain materi- 

als are used because of  the scale and shape of the spaces that  they can 

achieve or for the ideas about architecture which they express, such as 

transparency, solidity, fragility, solidity and others. These ideas, as en- 
pressed through materials are not only central t o  the form of a space, but  
also inflect on the meaning of  the space which it forms. Materials which 

express the meaning of  a space also express the meaning of  the architectural 

endeavor as it existed a t  the time. Any new development places the archi- 

tecture before it in to  a contextual relationship. The development o f  digital 
architecture raises important new questions tha t  t o  this point we have had 





As it expresses an architectural idea the materials of digital space need not 

necessarily replicate i n  a photorealistic way those of the physical world. I f  
we consider digital architecture to be a polarization of the body i n  space as 

inflected through materials whether they be real, simulated, or virtual, what 

is important is the establishment of a dialectical relationship with the 

physical world. Therefore what needs to be emphasized is a differentiation 

between the different roles of tectonic elements i n  digital space, "to use 
materials, no matter how allusive, as allusive, and to  seize upon the genu- 
inely unique properties of the material ... This addresses the issue of authen- 
ticity by framing, by making fakery honest, as it were" (Benedikt, 1987, 46). 

The materials of digital architecture while not needing to resemble physical 
materials st i l l  need to  express ideas about structural consequence. Materials 

need to  be differentiated such that the user can apprehend the assembly of 
elements i n  the formation of an architectural equilibrium. This serves to  

establish the legitimacy of the ground plane as well as a reciprocal relation- 

ship between this ground plane and the architecture, suggesting certain 

ideas about gravity. With this baseline one can then attempt to  create 

conditions which appear as transcending structure but keep the idea of 
structure i n  tact, perhaps even "structurally stressing materials so that, i n  
feeling "their pain," we are drawn to consider their substancet' (Benedikt, 

1987, 46). A tectonic of digital space therefore starts to  reflect and inform 

our ideas about a preservation of bodily experience. The significance of a 
dweller's ability to  either walk through a structure or fly over it is dependent 
on this sense of gravity that is subsequently overcome t o  achieve a new 

perspective on the architecture. By extension the significance of structure 



and usage applies to the perceived meanings of other materials, which while 

not serving a directly structure role suggest other spatial ideas such as 

enclosure and transparency, which rise out of structural formation. 

One final note about a consideration of digital tectonics involves discussing 
the role that light plays as the giver of all forms. A central issue i n  such a 

discussion is the degree to  which the properties of light i n  digital space 

correspond to its naturalistic behaviors. One could suggest that the signifi- 

cance of light i n  a digital space must not merely be felt as an ordered thing, 

such as task lighting i n  an office building. As it models the forms and 
textures of digital space light should be considered with the same sensibili- 

ties that a theatre designer uses to light a stage. Through a high degree of 
lighting control, the theatre designer allows the viewer to  reconsider forms 
which are perhaps taken for granted. Lighting designed for digital spaces, 

however, can provide even greater possibilities. One way i n  which it can 

extend the ideas of the theatre designer i s  through the placement of lights 

i n  a scene. For example, the fact that any digital light source can be ren- 

dered invisible allows for lighting positions not possible in  the physical 

world, as the desired profiles or silhouettes of the objects in  the scene could 

be obscured by the lights themselves. Beyond the configuration of the stage 

itself, one can also investigate the properties of digital materials in  a scene 

which pertain to lighting behavior, such as reflection and transparency. 

These parameters can be altered in  ways not associated with natural materi- 
als. One can make a digital pane of "glass" more transparent than an actual 

pane, i n  much the same manner as one can change the direction of a 

woodgrain texture map but not the grain of an actual piece of wood. 
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are neither in the building as an ob ect of inhabitation nor as an 
object of beauty, but as an object o 1 information, a collection of 
ciphers and "moves," junctions and dis unctions, reversals and 1 iterations. meta~horical woundinss an healinas. and so on. all to be 

9 9 .  

read (~e&dikt, '1991, 17). 

Spaces are more accurately textured and rendered but this does not directly 
translate into a more meaningful design. It becomes more and more impor- 

tant for the architecture to  be in fashion, for the walls t o  be wearing the 

right clothes. Such forms become obsolete, however the spaces contained 

by them do not. Hence the spaces of architecture retain their significance 
i n  relation to  a degree of texture and rendering, which is scalable t o  avail- 

able technology, yet one must note that the perceptions of a space may 

change in a manner which is dependent on the degree t o  which technologi- 

cal development allows one to  be immersed. 

I n  l ight o f  the above discussion one must realize that formal or spatial 
characteristics alone do not express to  i ts fullest a convincing consequential 
experience. Digital spaces require that they be developed for the purposes 

of being placed i n  and inflecting upon a meaningful context, a site condi- 

tion, i f  they are to  present the possibility of being understood i n  a relation- 
ship with architecture on the physical end of the perceptual continuum. 
Only once such a relationship is established the opportunity is presented t o  

evaluate the virtual realm as "authentic" space. 

Virtual Terrain-Vague 
The site upon which a work of digital architecture i s  considered as an entity 
unto itself relates back to our discussion of the legitimacy of the ground 



plane. Just as the apprehension of structure lends itself to ideas about a 

ground plane and the gravity which the dweller can transcend, so should the 

entire architectural expression lend itself to the site, such that it cannot be 

determined which came first. For the site to be significant it should not be 

perceived as an afterthought. 

These individual sites as they interface with physical spaces can be consid- 

ered a form of terrain-vague, at least to a greater degree than the manner i n  

which physical architectures are currently ephemeralized. Take for example a 
computer sitting i n  one corner of a rumpus room, or virtual reality equip- 

ment i n  an institutional basement. While existing as with other objects i n  a 

space they contextualize i t s  meaning, but as interfaces they become inert, 
creating portals which, by nature of their simultaneous virtual and physical 

natures, are actually neither. 

This is compounded by the disassociation of the worlds themselves. While 

digital structures can exist either free of other structures, within a fabric of 

buildings already established i n  a networked world, or immersed i n  a context 

which is more like a collage of images, they are all separate. Even though 

one can jump from web site to web site to CD-ROM the graphical content of 

each has a boundary, a fined infinite loop of ground plane and sky past the 
limits of the architecture which goes on forever but never reaches any other 

place. The site gains significance not merely by a connection which i s  of a 

graphic nature but also by its uses. Visionary architecture of a digital nature 

not only extends the significance of the profession to the public but also 

becomes more fully enmeshed when one considers public usage and cultural 
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world and is reflected in  i t s  programmatic function. 

At this point one must raise the question of the relevance of such a project 

if the programmatic function of cognitive space is  being served by the 

cognitive space itself. Perhaps rather than framing the question as one of i f  
the programmatic function is being served, it is more fruitful t o  question 

how well it is being served. The project we are now to  consider must by 

bringing a cognitive space of the imagination into the digital realm be able 

to  enhance and extend the significance of such a space. Such a transition 

must be related to  the reasons the significance of an imaginary space may 

be seen as diminished. Perhaps our ability as individuals to  imagine and 

utilize these spaces has been lost, ignored, or forgotten. Our project ac- 

quires significance as a means to reintegrate these cognitive spaces with our 
bodies and cultivate the power of digital space, rather than be subsumed by 
it. 

Academics, scientists, religious officiab, and as we have discussed at length, 
architects, regularly work i n  the cognitive space of the imagination. How- 

the cogfiitf~e ever, such spaces i n  the consumer culture to which most of us belong are 
space of primarily associated with the escapism and fantasy inherent in daydreams. 
memom I n  a western context spaces of imagination are seen to  service our need for 

entertainment or the al l  important need to "think outside the box," t o  

create innovations which are assumed to  improve our quality of life as they 

are bought and sold. One could suggest that cognitive spaces are currently 

regarded as secondary to the functioning of society, which while enhancing 
it are not directly dependent upon it. 
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of individuals who were and remain to be not only aware of this phenomena, 

but concerned with helping others reclaim or otherwise improve their bodily 

capacity to store information. These individuals have been largely regarded 
with varying degrees of contempt, and charged with anything from 

pseudoscience and hucksterism to outright heresy (Davis, 1998). Contempo- 

rary memory improvement techniques are offered in books and seminars as 

ways to impress people or succeed at business, and are largely regarded as 

party tricks or gimmicks, nice to know but useless. 

I n  the context of these poorly respected individuals and methods i s  the 
topical memory device, i t s  historic origins documented extensively by Yates 

in The A r t  of Memory (1966). She describes the development of architectural 

metaphor i n  the classical age as a manner in which to organize information 
and highlights i ts  significance t o  the rhetorical traditions: 

The assumption of the Ar t  of Memory is that we are predisposed to 
nmember things in the context of place, even where then is no 
sf nificant connection between the thing nmembered and the place 
w 4 e n  it i s  tocated, rn that tecalting the space is a powerful trigger to 
the recall of the associated fnfomatlon (Davis, 1998). 

Such rhetorical traditions were important formative elements i n  the develop- 

ment of western culture: 

Two thousand years ago Marcus Tullius Cicero used to make two-hour 
speeches in the Roman Senate, without notes, b constructing in  Ms 
mind a palace whose rooms and furnishings, as K e imagined himself 
roaming through them, called up the Ideas he wlshed to discuss, ideas 
w e n  made memorabIe by Iocatlng them in spate. (London and Moon, 
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an aid to those who have lost or never discovered the significance of cogni- 

tive spaces but extend in  a more meaningful manner the ways i n  which 

digital media are currently utilized in  a way which, while subject to ques- 

tions of access to technology, attempts to move beyond technology as a 

commodity ordered and forced to behave and react in  a certain way as 

dictated by the user. The user becomes dweller, no longer ordering the 
environment as a mere tool but coexisting with it, replacing the device 

paradigm with the poetic. Such a project would not only be a tool, but a 
place, allowing an individual to find his or her voice, his or her history, and 

be able to  more fully share this voice with others in  a manner which begins 

to simultaneously undermine and enrich the generalities of a culture. 

With the above principles i n  mind one now begins to  understand the project 
i n  terms of i t s  meaning and intent. The question at hand i s  one of how this 

meaning and intent will come to be manifest i n  an architectural space, and 

more specifically a work of visionary architecture. To simply be digital 

space, as the modified software engine of a 3D shooting game is not 

enough. It i s  a question not only of a visionary program or building typol- 

ogy but also the tectonic expression of this program, inseparable from i t s  

intention. Our project concerns a contemporary reinterpretation of the 
classical memory palace, transforming the characteristics of a mnemonic 
device into a tectonic of place. Thinking about this question i s  the process 

of making. The process of making i s  thinking. 
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To consider the relationship between digital architecture and cognitive 

spatial and space requires an understanding of the mnemonic device as it pertains to a 

t m n j c  relationship between movement, scale and consequence. One central issue 
pdnci@s of is the degree to  which the metaphors present i n  a speech are literally repre- 

the sented. One might suggest that the most appropriate locus for a speech 
device. 

about the jungle would be the jungle itself, rather than the more traditional 

palace employed by Cicero, featuring furniture with carvings of highly ornate 

jungle scenes. One is required to determine the relationship of the environ- 
ment to  the objects within that environment. 

Architecture has the greatest mnemonic potential when it simply acts as a 

container of ideas, rather than as a literal recreation of the imagery associ- 

ated with these ideas, or as attempting through a composition of architec- 

tural elements to represent the ideas themselves. The locus should not be 
too specific to one particular thought or idea, as it will only be specific to 

that idea. As a container for ideas the architecture can be known i n  greater 
and greater detail with each visit, as the objects are modified and 

reconfigured for different speeches and concepts. To compose the ideas 

themselves out of architectural elements themselves would require the 
development of a new language, where two columns mean yes, one column 

means no, etc., to the point where the space would be reduced once again 

to a realm of abstraction. The experience of such a space would be simply 

trying to  remember the syntax above all. As a container for ideas architec- 

ture creates memorable spaces which effect the body i n  a way which i s  
beyond language, allowing the objects contained within to be experienced 

i n  terms of movement and scale as well as their content: 
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surreal spaces in  i t s  ideas about structure and movement. These ideas ate 

further developed by the ways i n  which concepts and ideas are compartmen- 
talized and connected by means of partition and transparency. Spaces which 
by their very nature engage the dweller i n  an authentic expression of these 

ideas reinforce his or her notion of presence as well as the presence of the 

objects, creating a form of spatial imprint. For the moment that the mind 
processes this exceptional tectonic condition i n  relation to what it knows 
about the potentialities of materials the characteristics of such a space are 

more likely to be remembered. It is  this place of slippage between our 

waking and dreaming states that not only establishes a cognitive landscape 
of suggestibility but corresponds t o  the very essence of cyberspace (Novak, 
1991, 266), as well as the essence of an authentic visionary architecture. 

Execution 

The client is no one specific person in this instance. The memory palace i s  a 
conception of the architect to undergo further development with an interme- 

client, . diating body of programmers (see Appendix 0). It has been designed with 
the flexibility t o  provide meaningful experiences for a wide variety of con- 
sumers. It has been designed for anyone t o  dwell within and employ as a 
container for ideas. The user can, i f  he or she feels it necessary, employ the 

" - W M .  :. space as a tool for the purposes of more effective communication as it 
G ~ ~ c @ w  relates to the making and delivering of speeches, or simply as a space to  

keep and make memories. 
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1 drop zone 
2 warehouse 
3 corridor 
4 c h d e r s  

5 shed 
6 thearre 

7 sculptu e 
a&" 

s thatre 
forecourt 

Our model of  practice considers site as the digital ground plane on which the 
- - -- memory palace wi l l  reside as well as the other works of digital architecture 

which are adjacent t o  it. It exists on a ground plane with localized topo- 

logical features, beyond which is a f inite vista of ground plane and sky, the 
,/ 

,/ entire space encapsulated by a celestial-type geometry which demarcates 
the l imits of the site. On the inside of this hemisphere a landscape texture 
is mapped, not so much t o  provide the illusion of a site which i s  not actually 
there but  the rather t o  provide images which contextualize the architecture 

i n  a broader sense. The topological conditions i n  this case are related t o  

the architecture such that each comes to  define the other, and it is difficult 

t o  delineate whether the architecture has shaped the site or the site has 
shaped the architecture. 

We know programming in normative architectural practice t o  be the stage 

where the types of spaces and features present i n  a design are identified by 
the client i n  terms of their quantitative and qualitative nature. I n  a case 
such as this where there is no one specific client, a program has been ob- 

tained as a function of those types of spaces which would allow the dweller 
t o  util ize t o  i ts  fullest extent the capacities of  a topical mnemonic device. 

I n  so far as the design of the memory palace i s  t o  tectonically express 

embodied mnemonic ideas it considers six main spatial types. Initially, both 

the speaker and visitors wi l l  enter and exit the space a t  a common "drop 

zone." This space has been set aside for the special purposes as a portal, 
serving t o  make the rest of the site and i t s  architectures feel less arbitrary. 

A sculpture garden and public courtyard space is  framed on three sides by 
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connect the theatre to  the drop zone. A visitor can enter other spaces of 
the memory palace at the dweller's discretion. The inclusion of other users 

creates opportunities for a layering of public and private uses, the individual 

and collective memory. A representation of the speaker's private journey 

through the memory palace can be projected in to the theatre space for the 

purposes of augmenting the experience for the audience. 

As a consumer product the memory palace is vivid, marketable and desirable. 

One needs only t o  put the right spin on it. I n  such a way it runs the risk of 
becoming ubiquitous and commodified. Yet because the memory palace as a 
container for ideas is perfectly reproducible it becomes a place where others 

can configure for themselves privately and share with each other i n  an 
'intersubjective way. By suspending disbelief, by allowing individuals t o  be 
simultaneously actors and audience the memory palace as a whole becomes 

a theatre for existence, a setting fo 

are not merely memorizing lines on 

thoughts from deep within, making 
have such ideas. They feel it i n  t h  
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The Digital Trojan Horse 
It i s  difficult to draw a conclusion to this two-dimensional endeavor when 

the practice of digital architecture having arrived from a breach position i s  
barely in  i t s  infancy. To make the assumptions about the visionary architect 

i n  practice is to do so i n  the face of an endeavor which is changing as these 

words are read, 

It has been suggested that a phenomenological approach to the 
conceptualization of space involves its significance being felt on a poetic 

hvel  i n  a manner which i s  ineffable, and moves beyond commodification. I n  

such a way we consider digital architecture as working within the limitations 

of i t s  media with regard to design, yet independent of the medium in  terms 
of its delivery. As an entity which exists as neither fully image nor fully 
object it at least i n  a localized way breaks down the need to "have, posses, 

take ownership." The practice of visionary architecture in  digital space 

provides the potential to e~tend and enhance what it means to be an archi- 
tect. 

One should not, however, rest on this suggestion too long and an a manner 

which i s  unreflective. The spaces of digital architecture as we know them 

may merely be a "prelude to how we might evolve legible forms i n  the 

context of a user-driven and self organizing cyberspace system" (Benedikt, 

1991, 18). This calls into question our continuing role as designers, predi- 

cated on technologies which have allowed us to create using the types of 

skills we already have as architects, rather than needing to learn how to 
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virtual world but of the entire spectrum of perceptual experience, allowing 

the idea of an authentic space to permeate more fully all points in  the 

continuum, 

The spaces of digital architecture could possibly move i n  still another direc- 

tion, assuming a position which is the antithesis of the perfect modeling of 

a construction i n  relation to the laws of the physical world, i n  fact it so 

violates physical laws, and limitations that it runs the risk of breaking the 
dialectical relationship. As our senses are more completely integrated into 

digital spaces unexpected combinations may occur and perhaps "reprogram" 

the sensory hardwiring of the body. I f  we wish for digital architecture to 

move away from i t s  conceptions of the body and the experiential geometry 

which it polarizes we will need to do so i n  marked increments, such that the 

body can slowly adapt itself to  these changes, just as we have adapted from 
caves to free-standing structures, to buildings with their own atmospheric 

conditions, 



Appendix A Guide to the CD-ROM 

The CD-ROM included with this document contains a passive animated 
inhabitation of the Memory Palace. It has assumed a certain configuration 
of objects for demonstration purposes. I t  i s  presented as a .MOV file and has 
been edited for content, 

Appendix B Technical Notes 

technical considerations fn project delivery 

Decisions that the visionary architect in  practice makes at a technical level 

are primarily related to issues of project delivery, however the requirements 

of the end user also to some extent influence the pragmatic aspects of an 
"ideal" architecture. Just as historic forms of visionary architecture could 
only exist on paper, visionary architecture in digital form must be conceived 
relative to the medium i n  which it i s  to be put to use. These issues pertain 
to file formats, the hardware performance of the target audience, and gen- 

eral principles of constructing a 3D model. 

I f  the file format which the architect has used for design is different than 
the file format which the client desires it will need to be converted. I f  this 
is not possible then the project would be useless and the architect i f  given 

the opportunity would need to start over with software which supports the 



client's file format. Certain file formats represent the industry standards for 

certain markets. Video game manufacturers often use proprietary software 
for level design, therefore the designer needs to use this software or devise 
ways of importing files from the software he or she is comfortable using. 

I n  most immersive applications the primary consideration related construc- 

tion is the frame rate, that is, how quickly the computer can update the 
users view of the architecture relative to their changing position within it. 

This is  determined by the speed of the hardware which is running the appli- 

cation, whereby the more complex the construction, the more powerful 
computer i s  needed to render frames at a rate to properly represent the type 

and speed of movement. The general hardware level of the target audience 

must be considered. For example, a VRML model of a gallery for the Univer- 

sity of British Columbia's School of Architecture is included with the pur- 

chase of a new Silicon Graphics workstation as part of an "Out of the Box 
Experience" (Construct Inc, 1998) It is significantly detailed i n  order to  

highlight the speed of the Silicon Graphics workstation relative to others on 

the market. Contrary to other examples of projects which let the user set a 

level of detail with regard to texture which corresponds to  the performance 

of their hardware the Out of the Box Experience introduces economies of 
computing and patience by intentionally leaving slower machines out of i ts 
target audience, or frustrating their users to  the point where they would 

want to buy a Silicon Graphics workstation. 

Even relatively simple models can slow a fast computer down, however, if 







much more complex in terms of shadow and reflection compared to solid or 

modulated textures. Not only does the material itself need to be generated 

but also the materials which are perceived to be on the other side and as 

such requires at least double the amount of computational intensity. This 

may force the digital architect into the position of limiting the amount of 
transparency or openings, as well as the number of lights. 

technical conriderutions for u tectonic of digital space 

I n  addition to an architecture considered as one of veneers on surfaces one 
must also understand the impact that hardware limitations have on prin- 

ciples of spatial transparencies. Bertol suggests that i n  order for models to 
be regenerated at rates that are satisfactory to providing the sensation of 
full motion they should be divided into smaller models which are only loaded 

as they are used (Bertol, 94). She suggests that the threshold between one 

"submodel" and another submodel should be separated by a door or other 

physical barrier so that the dweller cannot see what i s  on the other side of 
that threshold until such point as it is crossed. At this point the next 
submodel loads and the previous one dissolves. This modeling principle 

challenges the extent to which spatial transparencies can be utilized. An 
alternative to  these separations which has been used i n  some instances is 

for the space to load continuously, simply materializing i n  front of the 
dweller as he or she moves through it. The thresholds i n  these instances 
separate implied zones of inhabitation. 



I n  order to preserve spatial transparencies the spaces which come to form 
the transparencies themselves may need to have their tectonic development 

truncated in  the interest of reducing polygon counts. Curvilinear shapes and 
meshes require many more polygons to generate than do rectilinear surfaces. 
Small pieces of connecting hardware such as bolts which might not be 
noticed anyway while running by at high speeds with a gun i n  your hand for 
instance might need to be eliminated. 

t ~ h n k a l  considrrotlons of the Memory Palace 

The memory palace i s  intended to be used as a CD-ROM product on a per- 
sonat computer or be connected to an immersive display. The user moves 

through the space with either a keyboard, mouse, or joystick, and clicks on 

objects and images to move and interact with them. The construction must 
be developed to a level which respects the ability for multiple users to 
connect to the space. It has been developed with the intention of being 

placed into a software engine for the purposes of generating and regenerat- 

ing the movements and actions of the various users. The software engine 

also allows for the spaces to be reconfigured with different combinations of 
images and objects from the warehouse in order to assist with future 
speeches, thus giving the architecture at the moment it i s  being used a 

greater significance through i ts potential for subsequent usage. I n  this 

media the spaces and textures are able to be more fully developed than i f  
the model was intended for VRML, however they can be modified for this 
implementation at a later stage. 
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